EXISTING WATER MAIN — — 8”W — — 8”W — —

WELL FLOW LINE — — 16”FL — — 16”FL — —

EXISTING RECLAIMED WATER LINE — — 12”R — — 12”R — —

EXISTING SEWER MAIN — — 8”S — — 8”S — —

EXISTING FORCE MAIN — — 8”FM — — 8”FM — —

LINE CROSSES ABOVE

LINE CROSSES BELOW

50’ OF 8” P.V.C.

PROPOSED WATER MAIN

PROPOSED RECLAIMED MAIN 8” P.V.C. (RECLAIMED MAIN)

PROPOSED SEWER MAIN 8” P.V.C. (SEWER MAIN)

PROPOSED FORCE MAIN 8” P.V.C. (FORCE MAIN)